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Schelling's model of segregation

 Simple model to explain why districts in cities 
tend to be clustered by race

 Even mild preference for neighbors of the 
same race could lead to total segregation

 Thomas C. Schelling, “Models of 
Segregation”, 1969
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(equilibrium)
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Schelling's model of segregation

 Local preferences → Global segregation

Images from “Network, Crowds, and Markets” by Easley and Kleinberg



  

Aggregation

 Aggregation phenomena are widely observed in 
sociology, biology, etc...
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Model for Aggregation

 World is a (connected) graph G=(V,E) with n nodes
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Model for Aggregation

 World is a (connected) graph G=(V,E) with n nodes

 Single population of t individuals, t < n

 Spectrum of strategies via local “scoring” functions

u

Individual A:
scoreA(u) = fA(# u's occupied neighbors, # u's empty neighbors)

scoreA(u) = fA(3,2)



  

Aggregation as a game

 Best response dynamics

 Given a placement H in G of the individuals (|H|=t),  
welfare is given by 

| E[H] | = # edges of H in G

 Equilibrium: no player wants to move w.r.t. its 
scoring function

 [Note] Optimum placement (not necessarily an 
equilibrium) is a t-densest subgraph



  

Aggregation as a game

 Price of anarchy
     # edges of t-densest subgraph

# edges induced by worst equilibrium

 Price of stability
     # edges of t-densest subgraph

# edges induced by best equilibrium

PA =

PS =



  

Our results: the power of diversity

 Homogeneous populations inherently yield a 
high price of anarchy

 Simple, natural heterogeneous populations 
yield low price of anarchy 



  

Our results: the power of diversity

 Homogeneous populations inherently yield a 
high price of anarchy

 Simple, natural heterogeneous populations 
yield low price of anarchy 

 poly-time convergence of best-response 
dynamics

 Stability vs anarchy tradeoff

 Future extensions



  

Related work

 Several games on graphs, especially network formation 
games [ADT+03, ADK+04, AEE+06,...]

 Edges are costly, avoid dense graphs 

 Exchange theory considers edges beneficial and high-
degree nodes powerful (bargaining games)

 Circumventing high price of anarchy in some games
 Noisy best-response dynamics [Blume03, MS08]
 Central coordination of some (constant fraction) of the players 

to follow optimal behavior [BBM09, BBM10]



  

Homogeneous populations:
Simple strategies 

for aggregation



  

Followers

 Strategy: move if more occupied neighbors

score(u) = # occupied neighbors of u 
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 Strategy: move if more occupied neighbors

score(u) = # occupied neighbors of u 

poly(n) convergence of best-response dynamics

Optimal price of stability (PS = 1)
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Followers

 Strategy: move if more occupied neighbors

score(u) = # occupied neighbors of u 

t-clique

High price of anarchy

Optimum: Ω(t2) edges

Equilibrium: O(t) edges

PA = Ω(t)



  

Leaders

 Strategy: move to higher degree

score(u) = degree(u) 



  

Leaders

Poly(n) convergence of best response dynamics
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Leaders

Poly(n) convergence of best response dynamics

 Strategy: move to higher degree

score(u) = degree(u) 

  Price of stability (thus, anarchy) is unbounded



  

Better Strategies ?

Q: Can we achieve better price of anarchy 
using more sophisticated scoring functions?



  

Better Strategies ?

Q: Can we achieve better price of anarchy 
using more sophisticated scoring functions?

A: NO



  

Homogeneous populations

 Thm: Any homogeneous population yields 
price of anarchy Ω(t), even for t = Ө(n)
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Suppose f(1,1) < f(0,2)
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score(u) = f (#occupied neighbors, #empty neighbors)

Case II:
Suppose there exists d ≥ 3 
such that 

f(1,1) ≤ f(0,d) d

Recall     f(0,2) ≤ f(1,1)



  

Homogeneous populations
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score(u) = f (#occupied neighbors, #empty neighbors)

Case II:
Suppose there exists d ≥ 3 
such that 

f(1,1) ≤ f(0,d) d

Unbounded 
price of anarchy



  

Homogeneous populations
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Homogeneous populations

 Thm: Any homogeneous population yields 
price of anarchy Ω(t), even for t = Ө(n)

score(u) = f (#occupied neighbors, #empty neighbors)

Case III:
For all d ≥ 2,

f(1,1) > f(0,d)

t-clique
price of anarchy = Ω(n)



  

Heterogeneous populations

Approach: Use different scoring functions across 
the individuals



  

Heterogeneous populations

Approach: Use different scoring functions across 
the individuals

Q1: How many different “classes” of individuals for 
achieving a low price of anarchy?

Q2: How complex scoring functions do we need?



  

Heterogeneous populations

+

A: Leaders + Followers = Low price of anarchy



  

Heterogeneous populations

+

A: Leaders + Followers = Low price of anarchy

 λ : mixing parameter in (0,1)
 λ-heterogeneous population

λ·t   leaders (1-λ)·t    followers



  

Main result

 Thm: For the λ-heterogeneous population 

Also best response dynamics converges in poly(n) 

Proof. A bit technical, see paper

PA =



  

Remarks
 If t = Ө(n), then PA = O(1) (homogeneous: PA=Ω(n))

 In general,  PA=O(√n)    ( best centralized algorithm 
gives a O(n1/4+ε) approximation )        

Main result

 Thm: For the λ-heterogeneous population 

Also best response dynamics converges in poly(n) 

Proof. A bit technical, see paper

PA =



  

Tightness

 Thm: For any n and t<n, and any 0<λ<1, there 
exist connected graphs for which the                
λ-heterogeneous population yields price of 
anarchy

For the λ-heterogeneous population, the analysis 
is tight



  

Price of stability

      D

  H   

G\ {H U D} 

H : λt nodes of highest degree

D : (1-λ)t densest subgraph
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Price of stability

      D

  H   

G\ {H U D} 

- Place the λt leaders on H
(leaders won't move)
- Place the (1-λ)t followers on D 
until it fills up

- Welfare of initial placement at 
least as good as D

- Best response dynamics can 
only improve global welfare

H : λt nodes of highest degree

D : (1-λ)t densest subgraph

Lem: For any graph and k<t,

   # edges of k-densest subgraph         k(k-1)

    # edges of t-densest subgraph          t(t-1)
≥



  

Price of stability

 Thm: For the λ-heterogeneous population

0<λ<1 constant
  1

(1-λ)2PS ≤



  

Price of stability

Cor: For every constant ε>0, there exists a constant λ 
(0<λ<1) such that the λ-heterogeneous population 
achieves price of stability of at most 1+ε
(while still preserving PA=O(min {t,n/t}))

 Thm: For the λ-heterogeneous population

0<λ<1 constant
  1

(1-λ)2PS ≤



  

Anarchy vs Stability  

Q: Can we achieve an optimal price of stability 
while preserving a “low” price of anarchy?



  

Anarchy vs Stability  

Q: Can we achieve an optimal price of stability 
while preserving a “low” price of anarchy?

A: NO

 Thm: Any heterogeneous population that has 
price of stability at most 1+1/n must have price 
of anarchy Ω(n)



  

Conclusions

 Introduce aggregation games as a competitive 
version of t-densest subgraph problem

 Power of diversity:

homogeneous populations are inefficient, while 
simple and natural heterogeneous population are 
efficient

 Stretch between price of anarchy/price of stability



  

Extensions

 Study aggregation for certain families of graphs 

 More classes of individuals, more sophisticated 
scoring functions

 More general models
- weighted edges
- weighted individuals
- costs at nodes
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Extensions

 Study aggregation for certain families of graphs 

 More classes of individuals, more sophisticated 
scoring functions

 More general models
- weighted edges
- weighted individuals
- costs at nodes

 Role of diversity in other games

THANK YOU !
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